


ABOUT
FOUNDED IN 2011 AS A CREATORS COOPERATIVE, 
WE STARTED OUT MAKING EXPERIMENTAL SELF-
PUBLISHED COMICS BEFORE DEVELOPING INTO A 
PUBLISHING COMPANY IN 2014 AND REBRANDING 
AS BHP COMICS...
We’re a micro publishing house based in Glasgow, 
Scotland. We make comics, graphic novels and art 
books from established authors - like Judge Dredd 
creators John Wagner and Alan Grant’s ‘Rok of 
the Reds’, alongside cutting-edge new talent, like 
Clare Forrest’s ‘Mighty Women of Science’ and 
Gary Chudleigh and Tanya Robert’s award-winning 
‘Plagued : The Miranda Chronicles’. We also produce 
comic book events across the country including 
workshops, talks, exhibitions as well as the critically 
acclaimed and popular comic book festival – Glasgow 
Comic Con (est 2011) and ECAF - Edinburgh Comic 
Art Festival (est 2016).

Romance. Sci-Fi. Sport. Satire. Comedy. Historical. 
Factual. Autobiographical. We create a variety of 
books… except superheroes.

SHA NAZIR | Publisher & Founder
sha@bhpcomics.com  

@Sha_Nazir 

JACK LOTHIAN | Editor & Founder
jack@bhpcomics.com 

@Jack_Lothian

NICOLA LOVE | Events Manager 
nicola@bhpcomics.com 

@Nicola_Love

KIRSTY HUNTER | Graphic Designer
kirsty@bhpcomics.com 

@KirstytheHunter 

HEATHER PALMER | Marketing & PR
heather@bhpcomics.com 

@_HeatherAPalmer 

NYLA AHMAD | Public Engagement
nyla@bhpcomics.com 

@NylaNylaNyla 
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john wagner | Alan Grant | dan cornwell 

rok of  
the reds
Industry legends John Wagner and Alan Grant (Judge 
Dredd, Strontium Dog, Judgement on Gotham, A History 
of Violence) team up with artist Dan Cornwell to bring 
you Rok of the Reds. With his home world destroyed, Rok 
is on the run and needs a hiding place. And that hiding 
place happens to be the life of troubled football star 
Kyle Dixon. This trade paperback collects the six part 
series with never-before-seen bonus material. 

John Wagner and Alan Grant are the creators of Judge 
Dredd, the ever-popular intergalactic cop. Each with 
decades of experience in comics, the duo decided to 
embark on a passion project with indie publisher BHP 
Comics. 

“Quite superb”
2000AD forum

“Highly recommended”
Weird Science

“I bloody love it”
Graphic Policy

May 2018
978-1-910775-11-0
18.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm
Full Colour
144 pages
Graphic Novel • Humour • Sci-Fi 

frank quitely 

frank quitely: 
drawings & 
sketches
This hardback pocket art book contains over 100 pges 
of never before seen drawings from a comics master. 
Drawings+Sketches is an accessible resource which 
appeals to comics fans, artists and writers as well as 
Netflix viewers. 

In Drawings + Sketches, Quitely selects some of his 
favourite behind-the-scenes moments from such hit titles 
as WE3, Pax Americana and Jupiter’s Legacy. Offering 
insights into the stories and processes behind them, this 
hard cover, full colour art book is a beautiful and inspiring 
must-have for any fan or aspiring comics creator.

Frank Quitely is an internationally renowned comic 
book artist who, in his near three decade career, has 
contributed work to DC Comics, Marvel, Image and 
many more. He has drawn numerous fan favourites such 
as Batman: The Scottish Connection, All Star Superman 
and Jupiter’s Legacy

May 2018
978-1-910775-09-7
18.99 GBP: Hardback
198mm x 129mm 
Full Colour
128 pages
Non-Fiction • Art History • Comics
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we shall fight 
until we win
We Shall Fight Until We Win celebrates the centenary of 
the first women gaining the right to vote in Great Britain. 
Charting ten decades of political activism, campaigning 
and moving forward, this graphic anthology offers an 
insight into the key moments of iconic political women. 

404 Ink and BHP Comics have come together to curate 
a varied group of creators to contribute to this graphic 
anthology. The creators come from many backgrounds, 
some are comics writers and artists, while for others this 
is their first graphic work. We Shall Fight brings together 
everyone from political writers to autobiographical 
artists, thriving on that difference.

Creators Include; Hannah Berry, Denise Mina, Wei Ming 
Kam, Shazleen Khan, Maria Stoian, Sabeena Ahktar, 
Jenny Bloomfield, Grace Wilson, Durre Shahwar, Letty 
Wilson, Jess Milton and Fionnuala Doran. 

July 2018
978-1-910775-16-5
9.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm 
Full Colour
64 pages
Non-Fiction • Politcs • History

full colour 
A graphic Anthology

The Full Colour Anthology brings together the freshest 
voices in Scottish comics and collects their short-form 
work in one stunning volume. The Full Colour Project, 
created to foster diversity in comics and mentor 
young people from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic 
backgrounds, came to fruition with this collection of 
bold new comics.

The anthology bridges fiction and non-fiction with 
innovative themes and explorations of identity. With a 
broad range of topics covered, there is something for 
everyone in this exciting, expressive collection.

The Full Colour Project aims to promote, nurture and 
amplify creative talent from young people living in 
Scotland who are often not represented in the industry, 
namely people from BAME backgrounds, and by doing 
so, to work towards changing the landscape of comics 
in the future, making it a more welcoming and inclusive 
industry. The project began in January 2017 after BHP 
Comics were awarded funding from both Creative 
Scotland and Events Scotland (Year of the Young 
People) for the programme. 

June 2018
978-1-910775-15-8
7.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm 
Black & White
64 pages
Fiction • Non-Fiction • Anthology 
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gary chudleigh | tanya roberts 

Plagued vol 2

When a deadly pandemic almost wiped out the world, 
witches got the blame and became the prey of witch 
hunters —like Mackie and his dog Dex. Mackie truly 
believed in the cause, until the day he crossed paths with 
Miranda, a witch who showed him that the truth behind 
the plague was far more horrifying than he could have 
ever imagined. Now, Miranda, Mackie and Dex are living 
as outlaws, on the run from corrupt authorities with a 
mission to end the plague once and for all.

Plagued is a joyful science-fiction about the importance 
doing the right thing in adversity and not believing 
everything you hear about witches! This humorous and 
fun graphic novel appeals to readers young and old.

Gary Chudleigh is an award winning comics writer (DC 
Thomson, Futureshock, BHP Comics) based in Glasgow. 
Tanya Roberts is a comics artist who has worked on big-
name titles such as Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, Toy Story and How to Train your 
Dragon.

Not Final Art (in process, still to be coloured/lettered)

August 2018
978-1-910775-14-1
8.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
48 pages
Sci-Fi • Fantasy • Young Adult

warren pleece

freedom 
bound
Freedom Bound, a graphic novel by writer and artist 
Warren Pleece, explores Scotland’s uncomfortable 
connections with the history of slavery. Based on true 
stories, Freedom Bound follows the interconnected tales 
of three enslaved people seeking freedom in Scotland in 
the decades before the legal case which decided that 
Scots Law could not tolerate slavery.

Freedom Bound is the first book of its kind and we 
anticipate it becoming an invaluable teaching resource, 
encompassing art, literature, history and politics, as 
well as a gripping historical novel for popular release.  
The book aims to make this difficult subject matter 
accessible for young readers without sugar-coating the 
history of Scotland.

Warren Pleece is a UK-based  comics illustrator with 
over twenty years of experience. He has worked for DC 
Comics, Vertigo, 2000AD and many more throughout 
his career, creating both comics and graphic novels.

Not Final Art (in process, still to be coloured/lettered)

 

August 2018
978-1-910775-12-7
19.99 GBP: Hardback
240mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
144 pages
Fiction • Social History • Young Adult

Schools Editon
978-1-910775-13-4
14.99 GBP: Paperback
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Jack LOTHIAN | Garry Mac 

tomorrow
Tomorrow is the tale of an elderly woman who finds 
herself alone at the end of the world as we know it. She 
lives an isolated life, ignored by the generations around 
her, irritated by the busy city life parallel to her own. But 
when all of this disappears she struggles to carry on. 
An ageless tale of loneliness, Tomorrow, resonates long 
after you have put the book down.

Jack Lothian is an acclaimed screenwriter whose work 
on Ashes to Ashes, Shameless, and Doc Martin has 
entertained millions. Garry Mac is a Glasgow-based 
artist best known for his work on Freak our Squares and 
as the co-founder of Unthank Comics.

“A truly unforgettable read.”
Pipedream Comics

“Beautifully written & poignant… 9/10”
Comics Anonymous

“Unnerving, uplifting and utterly moving”
Big Comic Page

A heart wrenching tale of isolation and loss”
Geek Retreat

October 2017
978-1-910775-05-9
7.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
48 pages
Fiction • Sci-Fi • Drama

dave cook | craig paton  

killtopia
Killtopia is a cyberpunk graphic novel series set in 
a mega-city in future Japan, where heavily-armed 
Wreckers are paid to hunt rogue mechs for money, 
fame and glory. Killtopia follows rookie Wrecker Shinji 
and Crash, the world’s first sentient mech, as they are 
hunted as fugitives across the neon-soaked metropolis 
by Wreckers, android killers and Yakuza gangs. Shinji 
wants to save his sister. Crash wants to be more than a 
machine. They both want to make it out alive.

Dave Cook and Craig Paton are a Glasgow-based 
creative team. Dave Cook is a writer best known for his 
work on Vessels and Bust. Craig Paton is an artist and 
professional illustrator who has worked with commertial 
clients such as Edinburgh Gin and BBC Scotland. 

“Something truly special on an epic scale. 
You do not want to miss this!”
Joey Oliveira (Afterlight Comics / Ghost Island)

“Grimy, colourful, twisted and brutal – 
everything that cyberpunk should be!”
Andrew Marshall (Starburst Magazine)

“The team knock it out of the park yet again 
with this phenomenal new series.”
James McCulloch (City of Lost Souls / Transylvanian Knights)

September 2018
978-1-910775-17-2
8.99 GBP: Paperback
240mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
48 pages
Fiction • Graphic Novel • Sci-Fi 
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Gary Chudleigh | Tanya Roberts 

plagued Vol 1

The near future. Scotland has been left devastated by 
a plague that has swept the country. The scattered 
population struggle to survive from day to day. And the 
blame for this pandemic falls squarely on ‘witches’ – 
seemingly ordinary people with extra-ordinary powers- 
who are hunted down and forced to stand trial by 
government sanctioned witch-hunters.

Thomas Mackie is one such witch-hunter and, alongside 
his dog Dex, he hunts down witches in order to save 
enough money and buy his way to a better life, far 
from the poverty and devastation. But things take an 
unexpected turn when Mackie’s latest target- a witch 
called Miranda Lee- blackmails him into helping her act 
out a dangerous plot to cure the plague, once and for all.

Gary Chudleigh is an award winning comics writer (DC 
Thomson, Futureshock, BHP Comics) based in Glasgow. 
Tanya Roberts is a comics artist who has worked on big-
name titles such as Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, Toy Story and How to Train your 
Dragon.

March 2016
978-1-910775-04-2
£7.99 Paperback
260mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
84 pages
Sci-Fi • Fantasy • Young Adult

clare forrest | FIONA GORDON | KATE LIVINGSTON 

the mighty 
women of 
science
The Mighty Women of Science began as a self-published 
zine by creator Clare Forrest. With help from friends 
Fiona Gordon and Kate Livingston the zine became The 
Mighty Women of Science, an energetic alphabet book. 
Forrest’s adventure begins with the story of the book’s 
creation and a time machine, naturally. Once back in 
time Clare and Fiona begin to detail the achievements of 
women in science from astronaut Valentina Tereshkova 
to zoologist Birute Galdikas. This immersive all ages 
book is a great teaching tool or simply a great way 
to start your own journey learning about The Mighty 
Women of Science.

Having worked in communicating science, Clare began 
to see that women were largely written out of the history 
of science. With this in mind, she began collating the 
life stories and work of some of the most influential and 
underrated female scientists to create this pioneering 
book. 

April 2016
78-1-910775-06-6
9.99 GBP: Paperback
297mm x 210mm
Full Colour 
48 pages
Non- Fiction • Science• History
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Laurence Grove | Peter Black 
with frank quitely | Sha Nazir | Gareth K. Vile

comic 
invention
Designed to accompany the University of Glasgow’s, 
Hunterian Art Gallery and Museum Exhibition, this 
deluxe format box of books takes a in-depth look at the 
history of comics – from a facsimile of the world’s first 
comic, to a study of one of finest modern day comic 
artists in Frank Quitely. 

Comic Invention spans centuries and genres in it’s 
examination of how the art form developed over the 
years, with fantastic illustrations and images including 
the examples of works by Roy Liechtenstein, Any Warhol, 
Picasso and rare images from ancient manuscripts.

Over 180 Pages as 5 elements housed within a Deluxe 
Art Box.

Includes: Comic Invention: An introduction to the Worlds 
First Comic, Comics & Culture, The Invention of Comics 
and The Art of Frank Quitely

March 2017
978-1-910775-03-5
£29.95  
Boxed Set (5 elements paperback)
350mm x 220mm
Full Colour
180 pages
Non-Fiction • Art History • Comics

Jack LOTHIAN | Sha Nazir 

laptop guy
When Laptop Guy’s protagonist, fast food worker 
Sha, comes up with a great idea for a comic it’s all he 
can think about. But suddenly his creation becomes 
a little too real and begins causing him big problems. 
Accidentally creating an imaginary stalker and a bitter 
arch rival in one move, Sha’s life takes hilarious twist 
after hilarious twist.  

Laptop Guy was created by screenwriter Jack Lothian 
(Doc Martin, Skins, Tomorrow) and artist Sha Nazir 
(Mega Penguin, Cobweb, The Amazing Mr. Mackintosh) 
and collects the first three issues of the critically 
acclaimed series. 

“If you’re into comics (and the people 
who make them) then you will want to 
read Laptop Guy”
Starburst Magazine

“It’s clever, and it’s good for a laugh, which 
is all you can really ask for from a comedy”
Geek Retreat

March 2015
978-1-910775-00-4
£7.99 Paperback
260mm x 170mm
Full Colour 
84 pages
Fiction • Sci-Fi •  Drama
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Expanding  
the culture  
of comics...

www.BHPcomics.com 
@BHP_Comics

Contact us to discuss 
Sha Nazir - sha@bhpcomics.com 
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